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E. JEREMIÁS

ON THE GENESIS OF THE PERIPHRASTIC 
PROGRESSIVE IN IRANIAN LANGUAGES

1. Introduction

In this paper I shall discuss a special kind of aspect, the so-called progres-
sive appearing in certain Iranian languages. In this frame of reference progres-
sive means an aspectual nuance of the imperfective in its opposition to the per-
fective, as they are used in Slavonic languages and as they are defined by Comrie 
(1976).

In this terminology perfective means looking at the situation from outside, 
without distinguishing the internal structure of the situation (traditionally called 
“aoristic”), i.e. viewing it as a single whole event. Imperfective aspect shows the 
situation from inside with its internal temporal constituency. Thus the imperfec-
tive-perfective distinction is not necessarily an objective difference, but rather a 
different way of looking at the same situation (comrie 1976:4).

Consequently, when treating the aspect the most important questions are: 
– which grammatical categories do exist in the given language; – which are the 
semantic distinctions underlying these categories; – what kind of facts might 
influence the choice of aspectual forms. Further there is a question of how these 
underlying semantic distinctions can be detected in historical texts, which are 
limited in quantity and quality.

The historical reconstructions of grammatical levels differ from each other 
in this respect. In the case of phonology the material differences between two or 
more different stages of a given language can be described mainly by binary op-
positions and the reconstruction of morphology mostly follows the reconstruc-
tion of phonology (schlerath 1987:45). Regarding syntax and semantics the 
changes of the grammatical categories and of the underlying semantic systems 
are less obvious and, consequently, the reconstructions are more «theoretical» 
and arbitrary.

The traditional way of reconstructing syntactic and semantic patterns is to 
analyze the inventory of morphology. However, this can be misleading since 
morphology often represents the system of an earlier period. In the following I 
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shall attempt to reconstruct the development of some aspectual categories start-
ing with the present-day situation. I will restrict my attention to the aspect, as 
expressed only by periphrasis, with reference to the verbal morphology, adverbs, 
non-finite and locative expressions excluded. The languages and dialects to be 
investigated are: Modern Persian with its closest dialectal variants and relatives, 
Western Iranian dialects (with occasional reference to some Eastern Iranian dia-
lects) and, finally, the diachronic variants of Modern, Classical and Middle Per-
sian.

2. Modern Persian

In Modern Persian the formal expression of the distinction between per-
fective and imperfective is restricted to the past tense (kard-mikard). This is a 
well-known fact. In many languages more differences can be expressed in the 
past then in other tenses. Here imperfectivity is expressed by a verbal prefix used 
already in earlier periods in the same function. In Modern Persian, however, its 
aspectual function is restricted to the past tense and when this prefix combines 
with the present-tense forms, it simply indicates indicative.

Moreover, in the informal register there is a periphrastic construction with 
progressive meaning1. It consists of an inflected form of the auxiliary dâštan ‘to 
have’ and an inflected form of the main verb. This progressive contrasts with 
continuous but non-progressive within imperfective as well as with non-contin-
uous (perfective) forms (dâšt mikard-mikard-kard).

The use of this periphrastic progressive is restricted in several ways, name-
ly stylistically: its use is optional, it is a hallmark of colloquial style; syntacti-
cally: it can be used only in indicative mood and in affirmative sentences; lexi-
cally: verbs form two disjoint sets according to their inherent aspectual proper-
ties, namely those which can appear in the progressive and those which cannot 
do it. The latter group (the so-called “stative” or “non-progressive” verbs) ex-
presses the progressive by means of the perfect (nešasteam ‘I am sitting’) while 
the past perfect expresses their past progressive (nešaste budam ‘I was sitting’)2.

It follows that, on the one hand, the progressive can be combined with 
another, quite different, category: the perfect. On the other hand, the perfect 
forms, according to their lexical choice, can convey double function, the resulta-
tive and the progressive. Thus we have to extend the scope of one investigation 
to yet another aspect, namely to the perfect3. In fact, it is a semantically complex 
category of fairly wide applicability expressing different aspectual features of 
resultative character. Lazard (1985) reconstructed a “new” series of perfect 
forms by analyzing the underlying semantic distinctions. These forms, he says, 
have been developing a new aspectual meaning, viz. “inferential” (or: “distanced 
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past”)4. In his reconstruction the type karde ast has two slots in the semantic 
system with two different aspectual values: one resultative (in its “original” 
place) and one inferential (or: distanced past). This new aspectual value (with 
different nuances) has been derived from the original resultative meaning of 
perfect by recognizable processes (lazard 1985:42). They seem to be used in 
every register of Modern Persian.

To sum up: the morphological paradigm of Modern Persian in itself does 
not entirely reveal all the kinds of semantic distinction and stylistic usage which 
the verb forms cover. The meaning and the form of verbal phrases are highly 
determined by various factors, e.g. by social context5, lexical choice and the lan-
guage users’ choice of modality, that is of that kind of aspectual nuance which 
they want to emphasize in a given situation.

At the same time these variations raise the question whether they represent 
the ongoing changes of the language or whether they are relicts of previous time, 
i.e. whether they are archaisms or innovations. Or, to put it differently: do so-
cially used variations represent dialectal or diachronic variants of the same lan-
guage? In the following I will try to answer this question by considering the dia-
lectal evidence first and the facts of history next.

3. Other New Iranian dialects

In this short dialectal overview I will list, although only cursorily, those 
cases in which aspect (imperfective) is expressed by periphrasis and/or verbal 
prefix. However, this summary is bound to be incomplete. Except for certain 
descriptions of individual dialects (e.g. mac-Kenzie, The Dialect of Awroman 
1966) most of the work in this field is characterized by utmost conservatism. 
This means that the dialects are described by means of obsolete categories and 
under a strong influence of Formal Persian (Classical and Modern). Thus the (al-
leged) presence or absence of a given category often depends on the techniques 
used by the given linguist and, consequently, the descriptions are mostly artifi-
cially uniform6.

3.1. Tajik

The periphrastic progressive is most prominent in Tajik where it occurs 
throughout the whole verbal paradigm. This paradigm, in an idealized full sys-
tem at least, is very rich in various aspectual forms. The most prominent distinc-
tive features in comparison with Persian are as follows: both its auxiliary (isto-
dari) and the techniques used in periphrasis are different ; the auxiliary in perfect 
is accompanied by the (old) past participle of the main verb (χonda istodaam ‘I 
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am reading’); the most striking feature is that while the Persian construction is 
an extension of the imperfective (mikard), the Tajik one is an extension of the 
perfect (karda ast). Moreover, in Tajik the original perfect has fully developed a 
new aspectual value, the inferential (or: “non-evident” in Tajik terminology), 
whose meaning dominates the whole perfect category (this is what only now 
goes on in Modern Persian, cf. lazard 1985). The Tajik progressive has no sty-
listic value (at least not in the sense in which the Modern Persian one has it) and 
is not restricted syntactically7. Moreover, the full forms occur only in the literary 
(written) style, while Tajik dialects use only the contracted forms (zaruBin 
1928:117; lazard 1956:157; raStorgueVa 1964:88-100). The techniques of 
contraction differ across dialects, but remain mostly invariant within each dia-
lect. E.g. the indicative present and past tenses (the most commonly used forms) 
have a wide repertory of contracted forms ranging from two-word expressions to 
one morpheme or even a single phoneme (-s-):

rafia istodaam > rafsodiyam, raftosiyam, raftostiyam, rafsosiyam, rafsem;
istodan > -sod-, -sos-, -ost-, -os-, -sa-, -se-, -so-, -is-, -s-.

3.2. Dari

The other Persian-type language, Dari, is half-way between Persian and 
Tajik as far as its use of the analytic progressive is concerned. There is a wide 
range of “auxiliaries” used in aspectual forms (farhâdi 1955:81), although the 
verb raftan ‘to go’ is dominant. As to the techniques of periphrasis, the PP of the 
main verb is accompanied by the inflected auxiliary (zada mērawam / raftam / 
mēraftam / rafia būdām / rafia mēbūdam / zada rafiastam / zada rafia mēb<šam; 
Jefimov et al. 1982:183)8.

3.3. The rest of the Western New Iranian dialects

The verbal prefix occurs in nearly all the dialects (except the Caspian-dia-
lects). It seems to be the oldest and the most widespread grammatical device to 
express imperfective meaning or aspectual nuance in general. Although the pre-
fixes and constructions can be materially different9, functionally they are nearly 
the same.

The periphrastic constructions, like those in Modern Persian and Tajik, 
serve to convey aspectual values. The dialects using periphrasis are divided into 
two different groups according to the auxiliary and the techniques employed: 
one group using the auxiliary dâštan with the inflected forms of the main verb 
(the Persian-type auxiliation), and another one using the perfect forms of the 
auxiliary istâdan with the PP of the main verb.
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The heterogeneous group of the so-called Central dialects together with 
Mazandarani belongs to the first group. Here not only the auxiliary is the same 
as in Persian, but also the techniques of the auxiliation are nearly the same10.

The second group consists of dialects which either use a periphrasis with 
istâdan or the contracted versions of it. These may be either two-word forms, 
derivational or inflectional suffixes or else enclitics etymologically related to the 
auxiliary. Theoretically it seems to be unjustified to combine the periphrasis with 
its (etymological) equivalents in a synchronic description. Tajik dialectology, 
however, justifies this method. Here the periphrasis and its derivatives represent 
different stylistic and geographic variants of the same synchronic system.

On this basis the following dialects form a separate, although somewhat 
heterogeneous group: Tajik, the Fars-dialects, Lari and some dialects from the 
Eastern Iranian group (Waxi: -ǝṣ(k), Ishkashmi -(ǝ)s, yidgha -(ǝ)st(ǝ), -(e)ste, 
yaghnobi -išt).

In this group the Fars-dialects and Lari call for some explanation. The 
Fars-dialects are known only from Mann’s edition (1909). This is the main 
source of Kerimova’s description (1982). In the verbal paradigm Kerimova gives 
three series of perfect forms, each based on the PP of the main verb11. The first 
series (for intransitive verbs) is formed by a so-called auxiliary, which consists 
of an s-element plus the verb ‘to be’. The second and the third series encompass 
the transitive verbs. They differ among each other by one element: the second 
series has a sâ element attached to the verb phrase (eš-dâde-sâ).

However, if we analyze Mann’s text, Kerimova’s reconstruction will ap-
pear to be incorrect because in the list of the verb-forms in Mann’s edition the 
simple past and the perfect forms are apparently mixed up. This is obvious from 
the stress indicated. It is well-known from colloquial Persian (and other spoken 
dialects) that these forms vary only in the stress placement and so they are usu-
ally predisposed to be contracted12. This means that there may have been a per-
fect formed by the enclitic ‘to be’ but without the -s- element.

Moreover, there are doublet forms in pluperfect (a
¨

andä́ búdäm / a�n�dísâ 
búdäm ‘âmade budam’, Mann 1909:35) which vary only by having or not hav-
ing the sâ element. Consequently, there are doublets in all the perfect tenses: 
perfect transitive, perfect intransitive and pluperfect. Mann calls forms contain-
ing this element perfectum secundum and identifies them with the Classical Per-
sian perfectum secundum. They seem to be innovations (“junge Neubildungen”) 
to him, but he is uncertain about their function. However, if we compare the 
translations of one and the same sentence (‘Ein Schiraser war nach Isfahan ge-
kommen, hatte gehört, dass dort die Taschendiebe zahlreich sind’) in three dia-
lects, we can get at some conclusions. (In the fourth dialect recorded by Mann 
this text is missing and so we quote another example instead).
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(a) Somghuni: Yä shîrâzî́ a isfahû́n a̤ndísa, shishnúf-sâ, кі unjấ jîbúr bisyấr 
hän (61);

(b) Masarmi: Yäk shîrâzî́ ushtäsâ isfahûn, shishnúftäsâ ke únjâ jîbbur lố 
hän (83);

(c) Papuni: Yä shîrâzî́ be isfahû́n a̤ndä́ bî, ishnúftä bî́sh, кг unjấ jîbbúr 
bisyấr hän (90).

(d) Buringuni: Dî́g ishtísûm a̤ kố a shikâ˳́l ‘Gestern sind wir in die Berge 
auf die Jagd gegangen’ (91)

The forms with s(â) are apparently used in order to convey the typical as-
pectual values of perfect (resultative, narrative), possibly with the value of the 
inferential (or: distanced past) of the modern Tajik and Persian usage. In this 
respect the dialects (a), (b), (d) represent the same usage, but (c) does not: in 
Papuni this form is never used. Therefore the occurence of this form in the Fars-
dialects seems to be a dialectal element with the same (or nearly the same) mean-
ing as that of the perfect forms.

Lari has similar doublets in perfect and pluperfect with an -ess-/-est-and 
-esson- element (molčanova 1982:436). In the latest description of the Lari 
verbal morphology (KolBâSi 1988) these ‘perfect’ forms (xate-ss-em ‘xâbide-
am’, xate-sson-em ‘xâbide budam’) are clearly contrasted with the forms con-
veying progressive meaning (a-dedā-’em ‘dâram mibinam’).

Thus these doublet forms in the Fars-dialects and in Lari seem to represent 
the contracted version of an analytic expression with the auxiliary istâdan (Ke
riMoVa 1982:351). As for the way of contraction, some of them are very close to 
Tajik dialect forms (karsos, karsode, kar da is todas; zaruBin 1928:118), but 
there is a distinct difference of their functions: perfect or pluperfect in the Fars-
dialects and progressive in Tajik. In the texts at our disposal, even if the contexts 
are in most cases not explicit enough, the double perfect forms seem to represent 
dialectal (or stylistically different) variants without any additional “overtone” 
which would make them similar to the Tajik forms.

4. Historical evidence

In early New Persian the imperfective (continuous, progressive, iterative, 
etc.) is definitely marked by the adverb (ha)mē (grammaticalized later as a ver-
bal prefix) in opposition to the perfective13. Perfect forms in it are apparently 
fully developed.

Let us quote some examples showing how the aspectual nuances could be 
expressed in the past tense. Most examples available are taken from early Koran-
translations and commentaries; the following ones come all from yâhaqi’s text 
(1976):
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[a] simple past:
(1) guftīm bigīrēd īn kitābhā ki šumā-rā dādīm (11)
(2) yād kunēd ān waqt-rā ki bidādīm Mūsā-rā Tōrīt (9)

[b] perfect:
(3) farmānburdār nabāšand badīn χudāy-i dēn-i musalmānī az ān kashā kī 

ēšān-rā dādaand Tōrīt и Inì īl (232)

[c] perfect (II):
(4) ān kashā kī dādastīm ēšān-rā Tōrīt и Inìīl (21)
(4a) az ān kashā kī dādastand-išān Tōrīt и Inì īl (97)
(5) ān kashā kī bidādastīm-išān Tōrīt (157)

[d] pluperfect:
(6) ān kashā-rā k-išān dāda būdand Tōrīt и Inì īl (preface 81, but on the 

given page (26) the text runs as dādaand).

In these examples [a] clearly contrasts with [b], and [c] with [d]. The latter 
group distinctly expresses the continuing relevance of a past situation for the 
present one. (There is also an aspectual difference between (l)-(2) and (4)-(5), 
since the verbal prefix (or proverb?) bi- puts more emphasis on the completed-
ness of action, but this is of no importance here). As for the groups [b], [c] and 
[d]: the difference between [b] and [d] is clearly that of tense, irrespective of the 
example being correct or not. The question now is whether there is any aspec-
tual (or any other) difference between [b] and [c]. In fact it is the problem of the 
form traditionally called perfectum secundum.

It is generally agreed upon that this formation in New Persian is a neolo-
gism explainable etymologically either as an extension of the 3rd sing. perfect 
(kardaast cf. SaleMannShuKoVSKi 1947:67, horn 1895-1901:154, jenSen 
1931:158, jefiMoV et al. 1982:161) or – more plausibly – as a contraction of the 
PP and the auxiliary ēstādan. In the latter case it could be a survival of the Mid-
dle Persian kird ēstēm (or kird *istēm (?), macKenzie 1984:55) and an ancestor 
of the Tajik karda istodaam (SaleMann 1895-1901:314, livšic 1954, cejpeK 
1956:177, Bahâr 1958: I, 306).

This new form appears from time to time, although not very frequently, in 
early prose (Lazard 1963:341) and in a special register of early poetry. As Bold-
yrev (1946) observes, it is mostly used in less formal or less solemn style, usu-
ally in the first and second persons, and always with an emphatic intonation. This 
Khorasani -s- or Nishapuri (obsolete) verb (as it is called by the Iranians) is not 
unknown to the early tafsirs, but there is a remarkable difference of its frequency 
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in them. Two of the tafsirs (yâhaqi 1976, rawâqi 1976) use these forms fairly fre-
quently, other – seldom (Matini 1970, ¿oweyni 1983, roušan 1972) or hardly ever.

In the following I shall try to define some characteristic features of the us-
age of this form based on examples from the “šnqšy“ tafsir (yâhaqi 1976) – one 
of the most remarkable texts of this genre – in terms of morpho-syntax, stylistics 
and dialectology.

In the text just mentioned all the six persons occur in the second perfect:
(7) man āwurdastam šuma-rā nišān-ē (72) 
(7a) būdastam yak rōz yā barxī az rōz-ē (54)
(8) čand rōzgār būdastī īnìā (54)
(The 3rd person sing. forms coincide with the same perfect forms, so prac-

tically it is impossible to define them).
(9) h�arām nadārand ān-či h�arām bikardast xudāy (232)
(10) Ay mu’minān bixwarēd az h�alālhā-ē ān-či rōzī dādastīm šumā-rā (31)
(11) ki-mā farmudastim andar Qur’ān (117)
(12) īn ‛aδāb badān ast kī šumā az pēš kirdastēd и guftastēd и xwastastēd 

andar kufr u širk-itān (220)
(13) ān-či farmūdastand-itān (38)

As for their function they seem to have the same values as the perfect al-
though sometimes slight differences occur in shades of meaning in keeping with 
the inherent aspectual properties of the lexical items used. In general, this form 
can be regarded as occurring mainly with the following verbs: āfarīdan, awur-
dan, girawīdan, dādan, sigālīdan, firistādan, farmūdan, kardan, giriftan, 
guzīdan, būdan, āmadan, šudan, and chiefly in “set phrases” with the same con-
text and content. I could find only one example in which this form expresses an 
aspectual shade of the perfect with a definitely continuous character:

(14) xudāy guft cand rōzgār budastī īnfā? ‛Azīr guft: būdastam yak rōz yā 
barxī az rōz-ē, guft načunīn ast s�ad sāl īnìā furōmurda budastī (54)14

Now the question remains whether we can define this form stylistically. 
Boldyrev says that it has a definite stylistic value (and only this) in early poetry. 
In this tafsir I could find no significant stylistic difference in the use of this form. 
The language of this tafsir (as that of all the other ones) is fairly simple and col-
loquial if we consider the use of the pronominal enclitics and word-order to be 
some of the main characteristic of register:

(15) ān-či farmūdastand-itān (38)
(16) ān-či-tān farmūdastand (50) 
(17) ēšān-rā farmūdastand (116) 
(18) nafarmūdastand ēšān-rā (232)
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Finally, there is a question whether these forms can be considered as dia-
lect-elements belonging to a special area. It is well-known from Gilbert Lazard’s 
excellent work (1963) how much the language of the early prose differs from 
that of the poetry of that time, the poetry itself exhibiting a remarkable heteroge-
neity. The prose texts (including the tafsirs and commentaries) are not homoge-
neous, neither in their vocabulary nor in their grammar. ‘Ali Rawâqi, one of the 
finest experts in early Persian lexicography, observes that nearly all the prose 
texts of this genre display local differences and retain only 60-80% of the com-
mon core in their vocabulary (1985:10). These local differences might also have 
been preserved in morphology and syntax.

It is remarkable that the equivalents of this second perfect (if there are any) 
are usually rendered by passive forms in the text of the Qor’ân-e qods (one of 
the most interesting early texts) and in Nasafi’s tafsir, e.g.:

(19a) āfarīdastand mardum-rā bas ża’īf и sust и bēčāra andar kār-i zanān 
(yâhaqi 1976:109)

(19b) āfarīda šud insān sust (rawâqi 1985:1,32)
(19c) āfarida šuda ast ādamī ža‛īf dar hama kārhā (J̌oweyni 1983:1,160) 

Ar. 4:28 “wa xuliqa Ί-insānu d�a’īfan”
(20a) h�arām bikardastand bar šumā bar mādarān-itān-rā (yâhaqi 1976:107)
(20b) h�arām karda šud war sumā mādarān-i šumā (rawâqi 1985:1,31)
(20c) h�arām karda [šud] bar šumā nikāh-i mādarān-ί šumā (J̌oweyni 

1983:1,157) Ar. 4:23 “h�urrimat ‛alaikum ’ummahātukum”
(21a) ārāsta kar dastand ēšān-rā zišt kirdārhā-šān (yâhaqi 1976:234)
(21b) ārāsta šud ēšān-rā gadī-i ‛amalhā-i ēšān (rawâqi 1985:1,112)
(21c) ārāsta gardānīda šuda ast ba nazd-i ēšān badī-i kardār-i ēšān 

(J̌oweyni 1983:1,365) Ar. 9:37 “zuyyina lahum sū’u a‛mālihim”

The second perfect forms of the “šnqšy” tafsir are all translated by passive 
forms in the two other texts. This seems to be a tendency, even if there are exam-
ples of equivalents in simple past, as e.g.:

(22a) giriftastand dānišmandān-išān-rā... и nafarmūdastand ēšān-rā 
andar hama kitābhā magar ki-birawīda bāšand и farmānburdār bāšand yak 
xudāy-rā (yâhaqi 1976:232)

(22b) giriftand dānišmandān-i ēšān ... и farmūda našuda bē15 tā barastūn 
kunand yak xudāy-rā (rawâqi 1985:1,111)

(22c) giriftand ‛ālimān-i xwēš ... farmūda našudand magar ki ‛ibādat 
ārand xudāy-rā (¿oweyni 1983:1,362)

The examples (22) raise yet another problem reflecting the intricate diffi-
culties of early Persian dialectology, namely how the lexical and morpho-syntac-
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tic archaisms correlate with each other, cf. the strikingly Arabized vocabulary of 
Nasafi’s tafsir and its use of grammatical archaisms (mar ... rā, andar, cf. ¿owey
ni 1983: preface 27). All in all, our conclusion is that the use of the second per-
fect in these texts should be defined as a dialectal element. Its area must have 
been even larger than Khorasan and the surrounding territories because forms 
similar to this second perfect are recorded even today in the southern Tajik dia-
lects16 and in Dari17. Its use is especially wide-spread in the southern Tajik dia-
lects in which the analytic forms with istodan are used scarcely or hardly ever, 
but they never occur in the dialects northwards from the Zeravshan ridge.

There is, however, another way of expressing aspectual nuances by means 
of “verbal elements”. This type of verbal phrases consists of the PP accompanied 
by inflected “modificateur” verbs like dāštan, kardan, ēstādan, māndan. The 
tafsir-texts abound in such constructions (especially with dāštan) and use them 
more often than other styles and genres of the same period. When reading the 
tafsirs one has the impression that there is an inclination to use such construc-
tions as e.g. 

dāda dāštan:
(23a) ān kashā ki zakāt-i xwāsta dāda dārand (Matini 1973:282) 
(23b) dāda dārand zakāt-i xwastahā-rā (Matini 1970:1,162) 
(23c) zakāt-i māl-i xwad dāda dārī (yâhaqi 1976: preface 66) 
pōšīda dāštan:
(24a) xudāy āškārā bidānad az guftār и kiardār и ānčī andar dilhā pōšīda 

dārand (Matini 1970:2,583)
(24b) mēdānad ān-či pōšīda mēdārand (rawâqi 1976:109) 
saxta dāštan:
(25a) bisāzēd и saxta dārēd (yâhaqi 1976:221)
(25b) hamčunīn kī ēšān-rā kār-išān bar sāxta ast sāxta mēdārīm (yâhaqi 

1976:156) 
bar gardānīda dāštan:
(26) bar gardānīda mēdārīm dilhā-šān-rā и čašmhā-šān-rā (yâhaqi 

1976:156)
pōšīda kardan:
(27) pōšīda kard az qaum-i xwēš (Matini 1970:1,4) 
ārāsta kardan: cf. (21a)
These expressions have a formal similarity with perfect forms, consisting 

of the PP and an inflected verb. Probably they were modelled as their analogy, 
but there is a substantial difference between them. In the latter group the PP has 
its (original) passive meaning18.

However, for want of more detailed studies we do not know whether the 
different tafsirs by using these constructions reveal divergencies of frequency or 
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any other characteristics of usage. True as it is, these “free syntactic groups” ap-
pear mostly in set phrases. Examples (29) and (30) show that e.g. the text of the 
Qor’ân-e qods does not use these forms there where the other two do19.

(29a) īmān-rā andar dilhā-i šumā ārāsta karda ast (Matini 1970:2,252)
(29b) xudāy dōst-i šumā-rā īmān и ārāsta kardast ān-rā dar dilhā-i šumā 

(rawâqi 1976:281)
(29c) biyārāst ān dar dilhā-i šumā (rawâqi 1985:2,347)
Ar. 49:7-8 “wa h�abbaba ilaikum al-īmāna wa zayyanahu fī qulūbikum”
(30a) xudāy ārāsta и sāxta kirdast (!) kāfirān-i banī anmār-rā ‛aδāb-ē 

xwār kunanda и saxt (yâhaqi 1976:126)
(30b) xudāy bisāxt kāfirān-rā ‛aδāb-ē xwār kunār (rawâqi 1985:1,41)
Ar. 4:102 “a‛adda li-’l-kāfirīna ‛aḏāban muhīnan”

Finally, comparing these phrases with the forms of the second perfect we 
could say that the former ones are the “grammaticalized” members of the cate-
gory of aspect, whereas the latter are the “lexicalized” ones.

If we look for parallels of this periphrasis in even earlier periods, we will 
come to texts in Middle Persian. Here aspect does not exist as a well-defined 
independent category in verbal morphology. It is mainly expressed by adverbs 
and preverbs. But in this respect MP texts vary significantly among themselves. 
The differences are not only in degree but in kind. In the Manichaean texts, there 
are only a few constructions where the verbs ēstādan, mandan, dāštan convey 
shades of aspectual meaning (henning 1933:246), e.g. passāxt ēstēnd ‘are add-
ed’ (Boyce 1975:69). They are not frequent as “auxiliaries”20. In fact, they do not 
seem to be used as auxiliaries in the strict sense of the word at all. In those con-
structions in which they do appear they retain their original meaning conveying 
only aspectual shades to the verb phrases.

In Book Pahlavi from among the three “quasi-auxiliaries” mentioned 
above only ēstādan appears regularly in analytic constructions (nibišt ēstēd/
ēstād, etc.). Here it serves as an auxiliary of perfect forms or, at least, shows a 
tendency towards this kind of usage21. It is remarkable, however, that the seman-
tic and lexical properties of the constructions with ēstādan are similar to those of 
the second perfect forms in early New Persian: they have the same basic resulta-
tive meaning combined with various imperfective nuances (habitual, durative, 
progressive) and they are used mostly in set phrases (like guft ēstēd, nišast ēstād, 
kird ēstād, etc.). I suggest, therefore, that the constructions with ēstādan should 
be regarded as grammaticalized members of verbal morphology in Book Pahlavi 
(like the second perfect in New Persian is), but as “free syntactic constructions” 
in the Manichaean texts (like similar constructions in New Persian are).
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5. Conclusion

We started our analysis with the present-day situation because modern 
texts are much richer in variation and they are at the disposal of linguists in un-
limited quantity. Modern Persian and Tajik use two different ways for expressing 
the progressive with auxiliation. Both their techniques and their auxiliaries are 
different, although the elements of the periphrasis are chosen from a common 
set. These divergencies seem to be in connection with the historical and areal 
background of these two languages. In Classical and Modern Formal Persian the 
use of the verbal prefix is dominant in conveying the imperfective aspect. With-
in this aspect a new shade is expressed by the progressive, formally based on 
imperfective forms. This Persian-type auxiliation proved to be a common North-
Western Iranian isogloss which Modern Persian has taken over from the sur-
rounding or substratum dialects22. Although dāštan was abundantly used earlier 
in “free syntactic phrases”, the techniques and the meaning of the periphrasis 
have not been found in historical texts. This is an innovation of the latest times 
since this aspectual category is, in general, a comparatively recent development 
in many New Iranian and other modern Indo-European languages (English, Ital-
ian, etc.).

The Tajik-type auxiliation seems to be closer to the genuine Persian tradi-
tion. In this respect, Tajik agrees with the Fars-dialects and Lari by using the 
same auxiliary. But this is only a formal similarity. The meaning of the periphra-
sis is essentially different: progressive in Tajik and perfective in the other two. 
These latter dialects show the same usage as early New Persian (“second per-
fect” in the Khorasanian and surrounding areas).

The question still remains, however, as to how the Tajik progressive 
evolved from perfect. It is obvious – when aspect is dealt with – that the perfect 
constitutes the cardinal aspectual category apt to induce changes in the verbal 
system and to create new categories. There are at least two ways in which this 
can happen : either through restructuring or through reinterpretation. In the first 
case, the perfect forms may become contracted with the forms of simple past (cf. 
Classical and Modern Persian) or an auxiliary may be replaced by another aspec-
tually more oriented one (cf. the “free syntactic groups” in Manichaean and ear-
ly New Persian). In the second case, one of the possible aspectual shades of the 
perfect meaning becomes generalized. This is what happened in Tajik and is now 
happening in Modern Persian where the perfect develops a new aspectual mean-
ing (inferential or distanced past)23. It is true that the North-Eastern area has al-
ways shown (or even shows today, cf. Lazard 1956:163) a deeper inclination 
towards the use of verbal phrases (grammaticalized or lexicalized). However, 
modern usage necessarily developed itself under the strong influence of the Uz-
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bek linguistic surrounding which has modified the whole stock of verbal mor-
phology. This may account for the fact that the Fars-dialects and Lari in their 
more isolated position have preserved the old usage.

Thus the second perfect, once a colloquial (early poetry) or dialectal (Kho-
rasanian area) element, slowly became an “archaic stylistic feature” of literature 
appearing in the written language only. Mirza ¿afar, a native speaker of Persian, 
confirmed this in his Persian grammar at the beginning of this century (cf. Bold
yreV 1946:490). For this reason we come to the conclusion that no sharp distinc-
tion can be drawn between stylistic, dialectal and diachronic variations or, in a 
broader sense, between synchronic and diachronic linguistics (lyonS 1972:620). 
This result seems to justify the growing conviction in linguistics during the last 
few decades that social, dialectal, areal and diachronic variations are ultimately 
inseparable.

NOTES

1 Here progressive represents a situation not as simply existing, but as happening or 
developing through time (lyonS 1984:485).

2 These “stative” verbs also have their “progressive” form, but with another modal impli-
cation, cf. the ingressive: dâram minešinam ‘I am going to sit down’ (aalaM 1977:122-123; 
hoMâyunfarrox s.a.: 468).

3 The perfect in the sense used here has nothing to do with the perfective, which is a neu-
tral, “aoristic” past. Perfect here indicates the present relevance of a past situation at least in its 
basic, original meaning and usage (comrie 1976:12).

4 “Inferential” indicates here that the speaker is reporting an event which he has not wit-
nessed himself and that his knowledge is from second hand. It is a well-known aspectual usage 
in Turkish languages and in some areas close to them. For Persian see lazard 1956:148; Sâdeqi
aržang 1978:17; windfuhr 1982.

5 E.g. mikardam in the formal register can cover more aspectual values (continuous, pro-
gressive) than the same form in the informal register (continuous).

6 In 1926 K. hadanK expressed his opinion on that question clearly: the dialectal material is 
not homogeneous, stylistic and dialectal (sometimes also diachronic) variations being mixed up in 
the texts; the divergencies and ”deviations” from the Schrifsprache do not always represent dialec-
tal features. Many of them belong to the common core of the spoken language (s. his Preface).

7 In fact some forms (subjunc. pres. progr. karda istoda bošad, inferential progr. karda 
istoda budaam, conditional karda istodagistam) are used seldom or hardly at all (raStorgueVa 
1964:114, id. 1963:75).

8 It is uncertain, however, whether these forms are grammaticalized into a paradigm or 
form free syntactic phrases. Dari seems to use the verbal prefix me in the same function as Per-
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sian does. This prefixal usage is in the process of restructuring both in Dari and Tajik, although 
on this point the grammars should not be relied upon.

9 Central dialects: ī-, ē, et-, t-, d-, a-; Semnani: ma-, mu-, mī-; Talishi: a-; Tati: mī-; the 
Fars-dialects: mī-; Lari: a-, da-; Luri ī-, mī-; Kurdish: dä-, d-, t-, a-, etc.

10 Esfahani dōrū yū́e ‘miâyaď (žuKovsKij 1888), Kermani/yazdi dârin и charin ‘dârand 
mičaranď (Browne 1897:108); Zeynabadi dorē vâie ‘I am saying’; doštē šoē ‘I was going’ (Sa
Mareh s.a. 6); Sede’i dârân(o) yâne ‘dâram miâyam’ (farawaši 1963:321); Siwandi dārune 
kenje mekarune ‘ils sont en train de decouper la viande’ (lecoq 1979:61); Mazandarani dɔrmε 
nεvisεmε ‘ja pišu’, dɔ́štεmε nevéštεmε ‘ja pisal’ (raStorgueVaedel’Man 1982:538). The oldest 
datum of this periphrasis comes from Melgounof (1868:203): kour, koué schouon dori ‘Fille, où 
va tu?’. Geiger doubts whether this is a real form (geiger 1895-1901:367).

Another Caspian dialect, Gilaki, also has a progressive, but both its auxiliary (dǝr- ‘to 
be’) and its techniques (infinitive of the main verb) are different (nivištǝn dǝrǝm; raStorgueVa 
et al. 1971:139, 152). The resemblance between the two auxiliaries (dār-, dǝr-) accounts for the 
fact that many linguists have identified the auxiliary of the Gilaki and the Semnani progressive 
with dâštan (dorn 1860:27; christensen 1935:38; PiStoSo 1974:302). In the most recent de-
scription of Mazandarani the form da:štama baxunessama ‘ich war gerade am Lesen’ is obscure 
(nawata 1984:23).

11 (a) -såm, -sēi, -så, -sūm, -sīn, -sän, e.g. uštäsom/hošte säm etc.; (b) -eš dåde; (c) -eš 
dåde-så (KeriMoVa 1982:351-5).

12 The simple past has stress on the last syllable of the stem, the stress of the past participle 
is ultimate. Cf. Mann 1909:36: uftádom, uftadä́-i, uftáda.

13 The old preverb bi- is widely used but it has no definite aspectual value, cf. lazard 
1956:144; id. 1963:324.

14 The same in the text of the Qor’ân-e qods runs as follows: čand dirang kardī? guft: 
dirang kardam rōz-ē yā barx rōz-ē. guft: bal dirang kardī s�ad sāl (rawâqi 1985:1,8).

15 Cf. lazard 1990:188.
16 raftastam, raftasti (Čildar, Karategin, Darvaz) etc. In some southern dialects there is 

also a “second pluperfect”: rafta bǝdest, rafta bestås, cf. raStorgueVa 1964:87, jefiMoV et al. 
1982:180.

17 zada-stum (cf. avurdastum, budastum; yâhaqi 1976:54, 72); dorofeeVa 1960:50 calls 
this form “archaic perfect”.

18 In some perfect forms the PP also preserves its passive meaning (cf. lazard 1963:343).
19 The text of the Qor’ān-e qods may represent the dialect of Sistan, as supposes lazard 

(1990).
20 “... in all the texts in the Reader there are at the most half a dozen examples of it 

[ēstādan] in the present perfect tense» (macKenzie 1984:46).
21 There is some fluctuation in the texts between the use of ēstādan and the substantive 

verb in the perfect and the pluperfect, but it is not connected with the sentence-structure as has 
been suggested by Nyberg (1974:283).
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22 According to Dehghan, Modern Persian is responsible for the dissemination of this 
form (dehghan 1972).

23 As concerns the terminology, there is a difference between lazard (“inferential” or “dis-
tanced past”, formerly “auditive”) and raStorgueVa (“neočevidnoe naklonenije”), which repre-
sents in fact a deep conceptual difference. lazard rightly regards these forms as those of aspect, 
while raStorgueVa sees in them the category of mood (1964:107, jefiMoV et al. 1982:179).
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